FAQ’s
What is FAXTellerPLUS?
FAXTellerPLUS is a new way for businesses
to participate in remote deposit capture
by using a standard fax machine with
absolutely no hardware equipment or
software to purchase or download.
Does FAXTellerPLUS handle low check
volume?
FAXTellerPLUS was specifically designed
for businesses with very low check volume,
preferably less than 30 checks per day.
How does FAXTellerPLUS work?
Place up to three checks inside your
specially designed check carrier and fax
both the front and back of the checks. The
digitized image of the check is processed
and you will receive a daily confirmation
by fax.
What do I need to get started?
All you need is a fax machine! EFT Network
will provide you with our dedicated fax
number and specially designed check
carriers.
What if I already have a digital check
scanner in place?
FAXTellerPLUS can be used in conjunction
with scanners, lockbox and with recurring
payments. These methods are not exclusive
of one another and can be used together
to provide a complete check processing
package.

Faster access to cash and
fewer trips to the bank.
At EFT Network we know that
you need to work as efficiently
as possible. Driving to the
bank to make deposits can
get very expensive and just
isn’t a productive use of time.
That’s why we recommend
our new cost savings service
FAXTellerPLUS to deposit
checks conveniently at your
place of business. It’s easy,
secure and efficient.
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FAXTellerPLUS™
FAX checks to your bank

...absolutely no additional
hardware equipment or
software to purchase
or download.

www.faxtellerplus.com

FAXTellerPLUS™

a new way to make deposits
and improve cash flow.

You can continue to accept your
customers’ check payments as usual.
Just change the way you deposit your
checks. EFT Network’s FAXTellerPLUS™ is
a new way for businesses to participate in
Remote Deposit Capture. A standard fax
machine allows you to deposit checks
electronically from your office directly
to your depository bank - no special
equipment or software to purchase.

It’s simple! No
trips to the
bank, no deposit
slips, no courier
service for your
daily deposits.
Place up to
three checks
inside the
specially
encoded check carriers, then fax the
front and back of the checks to EFT
Network’s dedicated fax number.
Upon successful transmission,
digitized images of the checks are
processed.

FAXTellerPLUS is ideal for businesses
of every size, type and with multiple
locations that receive low check volume
(30 checks per day or less). Businesses
that do not have access to the internet,
want to eliminate the need for a PC
or do not want to have to perform
the functions associated with more
traditional Remote Deposit Capture
systems will find that FAXTellerPLUS is
economical and easy to use.

Ease and convenience.
No equipment to purchase.
Reduce bank fees and visits.
You receive a confirmation by fax,
e-mail or both with your deposit
total.

Just Fax!
No Equipment
All you need is
a fax machine,
check carriers
and our
dedicated fax
number.
Eliminate
Expensive
Scanners
No expensive
scanners to purchase or lease.
Secure Check Transmission
The check carrier contains unique
identifiers with your account
information.
Reduce Bank Visits
Save unnecessary trips to the bank for
daily deposits.
Electronic Deposits
Improve cash flow and simplify deposits
for faster funds availability.
View Deposits
24/7 online access to view deposited
check images and reports on your
deposits.

